Eco-innovation Event Management Services!
Creating Profit, People, Planet Outcomes for your event. Delivering Energised H2O

About We-refill
We-refill has set out to challenge how communities can reduce the impact single use
water bottles has on our planet. There are so many things we can do to reduce the
scourge of single use plastics through consumer choice.
Water bottles are one that we have been conditioned to and forced into a delivery
system that pollutes and is expensive. We have all been led to believe we are buying
water when we are not - we are paying to have water collected filtered wrapped in
plastic and then transported to be delivered to consumers as a convenient fast
consumable product.
We-refill utilises tap water and specifically developed filtering and re-energizing H2O
systems to provide our community with a healthy sustainable delivery system even
providing consumers with a choice of ‘chilled, ambient and sparkling’ without the
environmental damage of single use plastic water bottle.

Would you like to be part of reducing your festivals waste footprint?
Well, you can make a choice by having your water delivered sustainably by purchasing a
We-refill water pass and Bring Your Own Bottle (BYOB).
Choosing a We-refill pass you will get unlimited hydration from our We-refill units
providing you with chilled filtered energized and alkaline 8.5 ph H2O, you also have the
choice of Sparkling H2O for those that want bubbles.
How - Choose from a Daily pass or a full festival package and ditch single use whilst
keeping hydrated and healthy.
Your festival We-refill H2O Pass will get you unlimited hydration for $6 per day or a full
festival pass hydration pass for $20.
There will be two stations, one located outside the Budawang and one located outside
the Volunteers Centre.
When choosing to refill you will also be supporting Charity Water Global with $1 of
every pass being donated to provide healthy water to communities where healthy clean
water is needed.
You can also buy your water passes at the Festival from one of the We-refill staff
members located at both We-refill stations.
Take back your consumer choice and refill with We-refill!

Register for your We-refill water pass at www.we-refill.com
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